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The mechanics and design of a lightweight
three-dimensional graphene assembly
Zhao Qin,1* Gang Seob Jung,1* Min Jeong Kang,1 Markus J. Buehler1,2†

Recent advances in three-dimensional (3D)grapheneassembly have shownhowwecanmake solid porousmaterials
that are lighter than air. It is plausible that these solid materials can bemechanically strong enough for applications
under extreme conditions, such as being a substitute for helium in filling up an unpowered flight balloon. However,
knowledge of the elasticmodulus and strength of the porousgraphene assembly as functions of its structure has not
been available, preventing evaluation of its feasibility. We combine bottom-up computational modeling with
experiments based on 3D-printed models to investigate the mechanics of porous 3D graphene materials, resulting
in new designs of carbonmaterials. Our study reveals that although the 3D graphene assembly has an exceptionally
high strength at relatively highdensity (given the fact that it has a density of 4.6% that ofmild steel and is 10 times as
strong as mild steel), its mechanical properties decrease with densitymuch faster than those of polymer foams. Our
results provide critical densities belowwhich the 3Dgraphene assembly starts to lose itsmechanical advantage over
most polymeric cellular materials.
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INTRODUCTION
Graphene is one of the stiffest and strongest materials (1, 2). Besides its
outstanding mechanical properties, its atomic thickness and large sur-
face area make it ideal for many engineering applications (3–5), albeit
materials-by-design examples of using graphene to form bulk materials
and achieve targeted material properties remain rare. A single piece of
graphene is too delicate to generatemechanical functions; it is beneficial
to have graphene preassembled as a three-dimensional (3D) scaffold,
inheriting high stiffness and strength from the 2D graphene as the
building block. This assembly by design is applicable to materials sci-
ence, energy and environmental innovations, and many other fields of
study (6–10). There is recent progress in making graphene-based po-
rous materials, and several different experimental methods have been
used to produce the material (7, 10, 11). These materials combine
lightness with strength, and it is claimed that they can be lighter than
air (12). It is intriguing to ask whether the material, in vacuum, can be a
substitute for helium in unpowered flight; in this case, thematerialmust
be sufficiently strong to avoid being crushed by the surrounding air
pressure. Although themechanical behavior of grapheneper se has been
well characterized, the relationship between its porous structure and its
mechanics is largely unknown, and the experimental measurements for
its stiffness and strength varywidely (12–19).Moreover, the failuremech-
anisms are not well understood, and it is not clear how its mechanical
properties relate to its structure from the nanoscale to larger scales.
Mechanical models derived from computational modeling and experi-
ments can guide design strategies to improve themechanical performance
of this material. Here, we focus especially on studying the material
architecture that allows graphene to form stable 3Dporous bulkmaterials,
implemented at different scales in the material, to achieve a set of target
bulkmaterial properties including stiffness and tensile and compression
strength, which are the mechanical properties most involved with
engineering applications.
In the literature, the strength of a 3D graphene assembly has been
measured using previous tensile tests (12, 14, 16). Amaterial with a bulk
density of 1.5 to 110 mg/cm3 has been measured to have a tensile
strength of 0.011 to 11 MPa (12, 14, 16). Considering that its building
block is graphene, which has a density of 2300mg/cm3 and a strength of
130 GPa (1), its strength is estimated to be 2.2 to 1360MPa by using the
same scaling laws as the polymeric open-cell foam, because the
strength-density plot has a slope of 3/2 on a double logarithmic plot
(20, 21). This estimation is several orders ofmagnitude larger than what
is measured in previous experiments (12, 14, 16). Such a sharp
difference suggests that the mechanics of the 3D graphene assembly
are very different from those of conventional polymeric foams.
RESULTS
Full atomic models of the 3D graphene assembly
To understand this difference, we built full atomic models of the 3D
graphene assembly in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations by
mimicking the synthesis of the porousmaterial. Large-scale simulations
based on a reactive force field (22–24) are performed to simulate the
process of fusing graphene flakes together into the 3D assembly (see
fig. S1 and Supplementary Materials). The initial model, as illustrated
in Fig. 1A, is composed of graphene flakes with dimensions following
the lognormal distribution to avoid negative values for the dimensions
and spherical inclusions of a constant diameter that mimic the effect of
water clusters in freeze-casting porous graphenematerials (13). The gra-
phene flakes have no functional groups, and the edges are modeled
without hydrogen for efficient formation of covalent bonds between
flakes, which result in a 3D graphene assembly close to the polycrystal-
line graphene from chemical vapor deposition (CVD) (25, 26). It has
been shown that CVD graphene in low hydrogen pressure is not termi-
nated by hydrogen or functional groups (27). These graphene flakes are
randomly distributed and oriented inside the simulation box (Fig. 1B).
This initial state is close to a gaswith a density of 3.9mg/cm3.Wedesign
a cyclic protocol to condense the material. Each of the cycles is com-
posed of four stages, and we control both the temperature and pressure
for each stage, as shown in Fig. 1C. Repeating the cycle enables us to
obtain the condensed graphene flakes, as shown in Fig. 1E.We find that,
by repeating the cycle more than eight times, we are able to obtain an
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equilibrated structure and the total number of covalent bondsNC–C con-
verges from 1.22 to 1.4 for each carbon atom (Fig. 1G), which is close to
that of the ideal graphenewith an infinitely large size (1.5 per atom).After
removing the inclusions and equilibrating the carbonmaterial under am-
bient conditions, we are able to obtain a stable structure of the 3D gra-
phene assembly that closely represents the irregular experimental sample,
as shown inFig. 1F. It has a density of 366.2mg/cm3,which is 4.6% that of
mild steel. The diameter of the spherical inclusions can be tuned during
synthesis to adjust the density andmake thematerial lighter.Wenote that
most of the walls are curved adjacent to the junction where several of
them meet (Fig. 1F). This curvature is induced by defects in the form
of pentagons and heptagons at grain boundaries (25), which cause out-
of-plane deformations (28, 29) and achieve defined 3D architectures
composed of nondevelopable surfaces (8).

Mechanical response of the 3D graphene assembly
under loading
We estimate the mechanical properties of this material by simulating
uniaxial tension and compressive tests. A series of snapshots of the
structure during the simulation is given in Fig. 2A, and the full force
extension–compression curve is given in Fig. 2B. The material has a
Young’s modulus of 2.8 GPa (given by the slope of the stress-strain
curve at the zero strain point) and a tensile strength of 2.7GPa (the peak
stress in the stress-strain curve), which is an order of magnitude higher
than that of mild steel. We observe that the strain stiffening behavior of
Qin et al. Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601536 6 January 2017
thematerial in tension is governed by the bending of the graphenewalls,
aligning them toward the loading direction at large deformations before
rupture (Fig. 2A, iii). The compressive strength of the material is mea-
sured to be 0.6 GPa, which corresponds to the point before the more
significant increment of the stress (measured by averaging the stress be-
tween 0.1 and 0.3 strain), and it is found to be governed by the buckling of
thewalls in compression (Fig. 2A, i).We find that, for small deformations
(less than 0.02 strain), Poisson’s ratio ismeasured to be 0.3 in both tensile
and compressive loadings (Fig. 2C). For large compressive deformations,
there is almost zero strain in directions perpendicular to the loading di-
rectiononce buckling occurs (Fig. 2Cand fig. S2 for volume change). This
agrees with what has been observed in recent experiments (8, 30). Note
that we did not consider functional groups in the current 3D graphene
structures because ourmodel is constructed on the basis of the CVD gra-
phene. Additional chemical groups could be expected to affect both the
nonbonded interaction between two facing layers and thematerial strength
of the graphene itself; these effects may play roles that could affect the me-
chanics of the graphene but are not included in our current model.

Scaling laws of the mechanics of the 3D graphene assembly
We repeat themechanical tests in computational simulations but use dif-
ferent material samples with their mass density varying between 80 and
962mg/cm3 by altering the inclusion diameter during the material prep-
aration.Wemeasure the Young’s modulus (E), tensile strength (sT), and
compressive strength (sC) obtained in our simulations (data in table S1),
Fig. 1. Computational synthesis of the 3D graphene assembly. (A) Initial model composed of 500 randomly distributed rectangular graphene flakes and spherical inclusions.
(B) Schematics of the graphene with L dimensions that follows a lognormal distribution as given below and spherical inclusion with uniform d in diameter. (C) The targeting
temperature T as a function of simulation time in the alternativeNPT-NVT ensemble during each equilibration cycle. (D) The targeting pressure p as a function of simulation time in
the alternative NPT-NVT ensemble during each equilibration cycle, which is only applicable to the first stage from 0 to 25 ps. (E) The closely packed graphene-inclusion structure
obtained after cyclic equilibrations. (F) The equilibrated structure of the 3Dgraphene assembly after removing the spherical inclusionswithdimensions of 11 nm×11nm×11nm,
and the SEM image of a graphene assembly [reproduced fromWu et al. (8)]. Scale bar, 20 mm (inset). (G) The total number of covalent bonds counted at the end of each anneal
cycle, averaged by the total number of carbon atoms in the system.
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and we normalize these results by the mechanical features of graphene
(rs, Es, and sTs), as summarized in Fig. 3. In analogy to the mechanics
of polymeric open-cell foam (20, 21), we plot the data points as
functions of the material density on double logarithmic graphs, which
allow us to determine the scaling laws of the mechanical properties of
the material as

E
Es

¼ r
rs

� �2:73±0:09

ð1Þ

sT
sTs

¼ r
rs

� �2:01±0:05

ð2Þ

sC
Es

¼ r
rs

� �3:01±0:01

ð3Þ

Compared to previous experiments on 3D graphene assembly (the so-
called graphene aerogel) in the literature, our results show an overall agree-
mentwith the results obtained fromdifferentmeasurements (12–19). They
follow the same scaling law, suggesting that theirmechanics as a functionof
the density are mainly dominated by their structures, and our simulation
model captures the essential mechanism of their deformation under
mechanical loading up to failure. However, we note that the experiments
described in the literature use several different techniques to prepare the
Qin et al. Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601536 6 January 2017
material samples, such as CVD and freeze-drying (7, 11, 19), leading
to different defect forms, and thereby, the results are more dispersed
than ourmodeling results. Considering the power index of the functions
of mechanics versus density, Young’s modulus (2.73 ± 0.09), tensile
strength (2.01 ± 0.05), and compressive strength (3.01± 0.01) are overall
larger than those of conventional polymeric open-cell foams (2, 1.5, and
2 for Young’smodulus, tensile strength, and compressive elastic strength,
respectively) (20, 31), suggesting that themicrostructures of the graphene
assembly are very different from those of conventional polymeric open-
cell foams. Fromconventional polymeric foams, it has been learned that a
bending-dominated foam structure generally gives a larger power index
than a stretch-dominated foam structure (21). This point is supported by
the distribution of atomic stress in our simulations, which shows that the
stress distribution is quite symmetric for atoms under compression
(negative stress) and tension (positive stress), as shown in fig. S3. There-
fore, the results suggest that the high power indexes of the 3D graphene
assembly are caused by the bending-dominated behavior that may be
even stronger than the ideal bending-dominated polymeric open-cell
foams. Our findings would be applicable to predicting the overall
mechanical properties of graphene aerogels. It can be further used not
only to decide the aerogel density according to the specific mechanical
requests but also to provide a well-defined trade-off between density
and mechanics. This knowledge will be useful for designing complex
structures and composite materials by assigning materials with an op-
timized material distribution that leads to the highest mechanical
strength with the least total material usage.
Fig. 2. Mechanical tests on the 3D graphene assembly. (A) Simulation snapshots of the full atomic graphene structure in tension and compressive tests that are
taken at ex = −0.5, 0.0, 0.6, and 1.0 for (i) to (iv), respectively. The atomic stress and its distribution at different strain states are computed and included in fig. S3. The
symmetric distribution of positive and negative stress suggests that the graphene is largely bent under deformation. Insets show schematics for the different mecha-
nisms of the material behavior under compression and tension. (B) Full stress-strain curve of the material under compression and tension force. (C) The average strains
in the two directions other than the loading direction as a function of ex; for |ex| < 0.02, the slope of the curve is measured to be −0.3. For larger deformations, the three
linear fits on the plot have slopes of 0.03, −0.6, and 0.04 from left to right of the curve.
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Mechanics of a pristine gyroid graphene structure
To understand the effect of defects, we built an idealized atomic 3D gra-
phene structure by taking its geometry as a periodic gyroid porous struc-
ture, which accounts for the common geometric feature of the graphene
structure because each unit cell is composed of a highly curved 2D gra-
phene surface (20, 21, 31). The gyroid shape guarantees minimum density
under a given periodicity because the structure is known to have a
minimum surface area in a given volume (that is, minimal surface), which
corresponds to the2Dnatureof graphene in3Dgeometry.Weobtain equil-
ibrated structuresby threedifferentprocesses (see SupplementaryMaterials
and fig. S4), adopting external potential as

Egraphene ¼ ∑EC–C þ l∑ sin 2p
xi
L

� �
cos 2p

yi
L

� �
þ

h
yi

� � zi
� � zi

� � xi
� �i2
7, 2017
sin 2p
L

cos 2p
L

þ sin 2p
L

cos 2p
L

ð4Þ

where ∑EC–C accounts for all interactions among carbon atoms in gra-
phene, described by the adaptive intermolecular reactive empirical bond
order (AIREBO) potential (23, 24); l is a Lagrange multiplier for the
constraint energy of the desired geometry; (xi,yi,zi) is the Cartesian
coordinate of each carbon atom; and L is the length constant of the pe-
riodic structure in all three directions, which directly affects the density
of the graphene material as r ~ L− 1 (see table S2 for detailed data). As
the result of iterative modifications of the geometry based on our
algorithm, all carbon atoms have a bond number of three, which is
the same number as the pristine graphene, with mainly heptagon and
pentagon defects to foam curved surfaces. Their coordinates satisfy the
minimum Egraphene, and thus, the overall geometry approximates the
mathematical form of the gyroid structure as

sin 2p
xi
L

� �
cos 2p

yi
L

� �
þ sin 2p

yi
L

� �
cos 2p

zi
L

� �
þ

sin 2p
zi
L

� �
cos 2p

xi
L

� �
¼ 0 ð5Þ
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which has the geometry shown in Fig. 4A. On the basis of our new
algorithm, we can design and build the atomic structures of the 3D gra-
phene structure with different length constants (L), as shown in Fig. 4B.
Notably, we ensure the convergence of the coordinate number and
potential energy before deciding the final structures, and thus, the lattice
structure is overall continuouswithout large holes, and all carbon atoms
mainly have a pentagon, hexagon, or heptagon ring shape, which has
been proven to not affect the fracture toughness of graphene (25). We
investigate the mechanical properties of gyroid graphene structures by
applying tensile and compression deformation to the atomic models
and by recording the stress in the material (see the Supplementary
Materials for the loading conditions and measurement of mechanical
properties; see fig. S5 for the stress-strain curves of the loading tests).
Their deformation and failure mechanisms largely represent those of
the 3D graphene assembly (fig. S6), and their mechanical properties,
including Young’s modulus and tensile and compression strength as
a function of their material density, are summarized in Fig. 3 (and data
in table S2).

Mechanics of large-scale 3D-printed gyroid structures
We use Eq. 5 to build large-scale 3D gyroid models by using a high-
resolution 3D printer (see Materials and Methods for the detailed
protocols). Using different combinations of cell size and wall thickness,
we are able to design different 3D porous computational models with a
gyroid architecture and with material densities ranging from 92.2 to
401.6mg/cm3. Themodels, as shown in Fig. 4C, provide us samples that
are 107 times longer than the full atomic models of the same gyroid ge-
ometry to carry out tensile and compressive tests (Fig. 4, D and E, with
strain-stress curves in fig. S7 and detailed snapshots in fig. S8). Material
failure, including crack generation and propagation in tensile loading as
well as wall buckling and breaking in compressive loading, is also ob-
served in our full atomic simulations. After normalizing the results with
the bulk material properties of the 3D printing material (with the nu-
merical value of all the data points summarized in table S3), they agree
with the scaling laws as identified for the 3D graphene assembly, as
shown in Fig. 3. This agreement suggests that the mechanics of the
3D graphene assembly are mainly governed by its geometry, and the
Fig. 3. The normalized Young’s modulus (A), tensile strength (B), and compressive strength (C) of the 3D graphene assembly as a function of its mass density.The data points
includemechanical test results of the full atomic 3Dgraphene assembly (PG), the full atomic gyroid graphene (GG), and the 3D-printedpolymer samples (3D-printed). The solid
curves are plotted according to scaling laws obtained in the studywith slopes of 2.73, 2.01, and 3.01 for (A), (B), and (C), respectively. rs = 2300mg/cm3, ES = 1.02 TPa, and sTs =
130 GPa correspond to the density, Young’s modulus, and tensile strength of graphene for its in-plane mechanics, which are used to normalize the properties of graphene
materials (PG, GG, and referencesmentioned). rs = 1175mg/cm3, ES = 2.45 GPa, and sTs = 50MPa correspond to the density, Young’smodulus, and tensile strength of the bulk
material properties of polymer material for 3D printing, which are used to normalize the results of 3D-printed samples.
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gyroid structure represents a very relevant architecture. Such an agree-
ment between 3D graphene and 3D-printed models, which are made
of photoreactive polymers with mechanics very different from those of
graphene, suggests that the index of the scaling laws derived from this
studymay still be applicable to a wide range of other 2Dmaterials as long
as they can turn into gyroid structures similar to graphene.
 on June 27, 2017
em

ag.org/
DISCUSSION
3D carbonmaterials of desiredmechanical properties by design are use-
ful for multifunctional engineering applications. Our results reveal that,
by designing the chemical synthesizing process, especially the reacting
conditions, including pressure and temperature, we can fuse graphene
flakes and produce stable 3D porous bulk materials with material
architecture and density under control. By fully characterizing the
material properties, we can derive scaling laws, which can be used to
achieve a set of target bulk material properties. We have demonstrated
that the scaling laws derived from the 3D graphene assembly can be
used to design and predict the mechanical properties of a pristine 3D
graphene structure aswell as 3D-printedmodels with gyroid geometries
and a wide density distribution, showing that the material architecture
features, instead of the mechanics of its constituting materials, play a
more dominant role in governing the scaling laws. As shown in the
scaling law, higher density provides better mechanics. Also, the
connectivity between flakes is critical for the mechanical properties.
As shown in the construction of the 3D graphene assembly, refining
the structure based on annealing may improve its mechanical proper-
ties. The study provides a simple way to predict the mechanics of gra-
phene aerogels, and using graphene aerogels of different densities as
building blocks can be helpful in designing larger-scale structures. This
conclusion can be generally applied to guide designs of structural
materials of diverse functions by using universal constituting materials.

With the scaling law, we can directly answer the question asked
earlier: Can we use graphene as a building block to form a 3D bulk
Qin et al. Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601536 6 January 2017
material that is strong yet lighter than air? In particular, can this
material be designed and synthesized as a substitute for helium in un-
powered flight balloons? This requires the material to satisfy sC >
1 atm and r < 1.16 mg/cm3 simultaneously. According to the scaling
law, these two conditions cannot be satisfied simultaneously because
sC > 1 atm yields r > 28.7 mg/cm3 and r < 1.16 mg/cm3 yields sC <
6.39 × 10−5 atm, suggesting either filling gas with a lower density or
implementing structural materials as necessary conditions for these
applications.

We compare the scaling laws for a 3D graphene assembly with
those for other porous polymeric materials. The mechanics-density
trade-off for a 3D graphene assembly is significantly more biased than
that for conventional porous materials, resulting in a much softer and
weaker material once the density of the material decreases (20, 21).
For example, although graphene has the highest in-plane stiffness
and strength, the advantage of the 3D graphene assembly (particularly
its stiffness) over woven structures made of polystyrene may only exist
for r > 10 mg/cm3 but not for materials lighter than this critical value,
as shown in Fig. 5.

Although the porous graphene assembly can likely (but not direct-
ly) substitute helium, its material features, including its ultralight na-
ture, outstanding mechanical properties, high surface area, and stable
chemical and thermal properties, remain promising for many engi-
neering applications, making products lighter and stronger, which
can thereby play a profound game-changing role in broad industrial
areas. Using the knowledge learned from the current study that the
natural curved 2D surface of graphene is disadvantageous to the mech-
anics of the 3D assembly, we are working toward further designing
and optimizing the structure of these porous materials by tuning the
surface chemistry of graphene and combining the 2D material with
other polymers for a more efficient use of the material and to derive
improved mechanical scaling laws. The combination of a theoretical
model and computational simulations provides a powerful tool to ex-
plore these opportunities for carbon material designs.
Fig. 4. Different atomistic and 3D-printed models of gyroid geometry for mechanical tests. (A) Simulation snapshots taken during the modeling of the atomic 3D
graphene structure with gyroid geometry, representing key procedures including (i) generating the coordinate of uniformly distributed carbon atoms based on the fcc
structure, (ii) generating a gyroid structure with a triangular lattice feature, and (iii) refinement of the modified geometry from a gyroid with a triangular lattice to one with
a hexagonal lattice. (B) Fivemodels of gyroid graphenewith different length constants of L = 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 nm from left to right. Scale bar, 2.5 nm. (C) 3D-printed samples of
the gyroid structure of various L values and wall thicknesses. Scale bar, 2.5 cm. The tensile and compressive tests on the 3D-printed sample are shown in (D) and (E), respectively.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
MD simulation and the force field
MD simulations in this study were performed via LAMMPSMD pack-
age (22) using the AIREBO force field tomodel the internal interactions
among carbon atoms in graphene (23, 24). This has been widely used
and has been proven to be a reliable force field to reproduce themechan-
ical behavior observed experimentally in graphene (32, 33). According to
this model, the total potential energy of the system is given by

E ¼ EC�C þ EC inc þ Einc inc ð6Þ

where

EC�C ¼ 1
2
∑i∑j≠i EREBO

ij þ∑k≠i∑l≠i;j;kE
TORSION
kijl

h i
ð7Þ

accounts for all interactions among carbon atoms in graphene.Moreover,
EREBO
ij denotes the REBO term of hydrocarbon (24) and ETORSION

kijl is an
explicit four-body potential that describes various dihedral angle prefer-
ences in hydrocarbon configurations. Detailed expressions forEREBO

ij and
ETORSION
kijl are given in the study of Stuart et al. (23).

EC inc ¼ Einc inc ¼ ∑i∑j≠i4D
s
rij

� �12

� s
rij

� �6
" #

X ð8Þ

is the pair interaction between a carbon atom and inclusion particles,
as well as the interaction between two inclusion particles, where rij is
the distance between the two particles (the cutoff function X = 1 for
rij < 20 Å and X = 0 for rij ≥ 20 Å), D = 15 kcal/mol (which relates to
the stiffness of the inclusion), and s is the zero energy distance with
rij = 2

1/6 s = d/2 as the effective radius of the inclusion.We found that
s affected the density of the 3D graphene assembly because s = 20 Å
resulted inr =80mg/cm3,s =15Åresulted in r = 148mg/cm3, s = 10Å
resulted in r = 366.2 mg/cm3, and s = 2 Å resulted in r = 962 mg/cm3.

Design and modeling of the chemical process of fusing
graphene flakes into the 3D graphene assembly
The initial system was composed of 500 rectangular graphene
flakes with a dimension of L(i) for each flake, as well as 500 spheri-
Qin et al. Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1601536 6 January 2017
cal inclusions with a uniform diameter d, as shown in Fig. 1B. The
value of L follows the lognormal distribution with a probability
density function of

p Lð Þ ¼ 1

LsL
ffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p e� ð lnðLÞ�mÞ2=ð2s2LÞ ð9Þ

where sL ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln LSD

�L2
þ 1

� �r
and m ¼ lnð�LÞ � sL2=2 are functions

related to the mean value �L ¼ 12 Å and the standard deviation
LSD = 4.8 Å used throughout our study. Using the system, we sim-
ulated the chemical process of fusing the graphene flakes to form the 3D
graphene assembly (details are provided in the Supplementary Materials).

Tensile test on the 3D graphene assembly
We deformed the 3D graphene assembly in a quasi-static manner. Pe-
riodic conditions were applied to all the directions of the simulation
box. We first equilibrated the system in the NPT ensemble under am-
bient conditions (T = 300 K and p = 1 atm) and then deformed the
simulation box in a stepwise fashion for 1% uniaxial strain with p =
1 atm applied to the other two directions. Each strain increment is
followed by energyminimization and equilibration in theNVT ensemble
with T = 300 K.

Design and modeling of the pristine periodic gyroid
graphene structures
To understand the mechanical properties of the idealized 3D graphene,
we used the gyroid structure (following Eq. 5) that has a minimum sur-
face area in a given volume (also called minimal surface). Thus, the
shape guarantees the minimum density under a given periodicity. To
achieve the geometry, we first introduced the external potential to the
Lennard-Jones (LJ) particle system

Eeffect ¼ ∑ELJ þ l∑
�
sin

2p
L
x

� �
cos

2p
L
y

� �
þ

sin
2p
L
y

� �
cos

2p
L
z

� �
þ sin

2p
L
z

� �
cos

2p
L
x

� ��2
ð10Þ
Fig. 5. Comparison between themechanics of the 3D graphene assembly and a polymeric foam as functions of mass density. Young’s modulus (A) and tensile strength
(B) of the 3D graphene assembly compared to those of porous polystyrene with awoven and foam structurewith rs = 1065mg/cm3, ES = 3.67 GPa, and sTs = 100MPa; its scaling

laws, E
Es
¼ r

rs

� �2
and sT

sTs
¼ r

rs

� �1:5
, were obtained from previous studies (20, 21).
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to build a triangular template for the initial geometry. It was found
that the shorter equilibrium distance of the LJ potential ELJ ¼
4D s

rij

� �12
� s

rij

� �6
� �

than the graphene bond (~1.42 Å) was better

for the latter process to refine geometry, and D had little effect on
the geometry if strength of the external potential l was strong
enough to bind atoms on the surface. In our model, the parameters
were set to D = 0.25 kcal/mol, s = 1.15 Å, rcut = 3.0 Å, and l = 460 kcal/
mol. The initial geometry of LJ particles was chosen as a face-centered
cubic (fcc) solid with a 5.8 Å lattice constant, as shown in Fig. 4A (left).
Then, the systemwas heated up to 1000 from 350 K for 100 ps. After the
system was cooled down to 10 K for another 100 ps, we obtained the
initial triangular geometry of the gyroid, as shown in Fig. 4A (middle)
and fig. S3 (B and C). Next, we removed atoms based on the bond num-
ber for hexagonal geometry because the triangular geometry was not ap-
plicable for the refining algorithm.After obtaining the bondnumber of all
atoms based on the distance criteria (set at 2 Å here), the atoms having
more than six bonds were removed. We removed all atoms under these
conditions until there was no atom having six bonds. After removing
atoms having four and five bonds, we obtained the hexagonal geometry
for thenext process, as shown in fig. S3E. Finally,we extended the previous
algorithm to generate polycrystalline graphene to refine the geometry ob-
tained from previous processes (25). We added atoms based on the bond
number and relaxed the structure with energy minimization and short
MD runs. We used the modified potential based on Eq. 4 for gyroid gra-
phenewith the sameparameters for the LJ potential. After removing atoms
not satisfying three bonds, we added atoms to make hexagonal structures.
Iteratively, this process was repeated until there was no more update. We
were able to obtain the final geometry of the gyroid graphene structure, as
shown in Fig. 4A (right). The quality of grain boundary was similar to the
previous polycrystalline graphenemodels, most of which had five to seven
rings and a few of which had eight rings for the small defects.

3D printing of a porous structure with gyroid geometry
A collection of coordinates (x,y,z) of randomly generated dispersed
points on the gyroid surface was generated according to Eq. 5. The total
surface area of a unit cell was given by S = 2.96L2. MeshLab was used to
read the coordinate as input and generate a meshed surface and then
extrude to a 3D solid structure with a defined wall thickness d. The den-
sity of the 3D-printed porous material was given by

r3Dprinted
¼ 2:96drs=L ð11Þ

where rs is the density of the bulk material for printing. Using different
combinations of d and L, we were able to design different 3D porous com-
putational models with a gyroid architecture and with material densities
ranging from 92.2 to 401.6 mg/cm3. Thereafter, the computational model
was input to a high-resolution and multimaterial 3D printer, Object500,
made by Stratasys, which allowed us to print complex geometries at 20-mm
resolution. The material we used for printing is called VeroMagenta,
and has rs = 1175 mg/cm3, ES = 2.45 GPa, and sTs = 50 MPa, corre-
sponding to the density, Young’s modulus, and tensile strength of the
bulkmaterial properties. Thematerial samples we designed and created
for this study, with dimensions of 1.5 inches × 1.5 inches × 1.5 inches or
1.0 inch × 1.0 inch × 1.0 inch and of various thickness values, are shown
in Fig. 4C. Their mechanical properties, which are summarized in table
S3, also have a wide range; for example, the Young’s modulus of the
porous material ranged from 3.0 to 184.9 MPa.
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Mechanical tests on 3D-printed gyroid samples
The tensile tests were carried out at room temperature with a standard
tensile testing machine (MTS Corporation). In each of the tensile tests,
thematerial sample was attached to twoT-shaped aluminum substrates
with epoxy glue. The aluminum substrates were fixed to the crosshead,
which moved at a constant rate of displacement (0.01 mm/s). For the
compressive test, the samples were directly compressed by two parallel
crossheads with a large enough flat surface. The upper crosshead was
held by a force transducer where the reaction force was measured. The
crosshead displacement was measured using a linear voltage dis-
placement transducer mounted inside the actuator. The total force and
displacement of the substrate were scanned with 1 Hz and saved to the
connected data collector. We checked during the multiple tests to ensure
that there was no detachment or misalignment of the samples or sub-
strates that could affect the results.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/3/1/e1601536/DC1
Supplementary Methods
fig. S1. Material density of the graphene assembly as a function of elevated pressure.
fig. S2. The total volume of the 3D graphene assembly as functions of the applied strain.
fig. S3. The atomic stress (sxx) distribution in the 3D graphene assembly under a tensile
loading test.
fig. S4. The processes of building a gyroid graphene structure from three steps.
fig. S5. Stress-strain curves of tensile and compressive tests on gyroid graphene.
fig. S6. Snapshots of tensile and compressive tests with different strains on gyroid graphene.
fig. S7. Stress-strain curves of tensile and compressive tests for 3D-printed gyroid samples.
fig. S8. Experimental snapshots of the tensile and compressive tests on 3D-printed samples.
table S1. Summary of the mechanical properties of different 3D graphene assemblies.
table S2. Summary of the mechanical properties of different gyroid graphene structures.
table S3. Summary of the mechanical properties of different 3D-printed gyroid structures
obtained from experiments.
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